
Oak Canyon
American Quarried Natural Stone











The Oak Canyon Slabs are quarried right
here in the United States.

The slabs are filled with swirls, knots, and lines,
some quite prominent—others more sedate in their

composition.





With wood-like grains and tones, this remarkable
stone has no equal.

With the sedimentary layers so resembling wood grain, it can be difficult to

believe what you are seeing is not some form of chestnut, maple or mahogany;
meanwhile, the lighter tones resemble poplar or spruce.



Found within the natural stone is a wide range of patterning, and no two slabs are
identical. In addition to the wild variety found in many slabs, there are numerous
slabs which are bookmatched allowing for a continuous flow in longer applica-

tions.



Utilized in both interior and exterior environments, the versatility of this product crosses
over a multitude of applications both commercial and residential. Adorning some magnifi-

cent kitchen and bath designs, the Oak Canyon appeal has also carried into hearth and
mantel applications for fireplaces, as well as outdoor kitchens, wall caps and full tables.





Don’t let its soft look deceive you… its warm and distinctive appearance sets this
stone apart from any stone yet seen, yet the hardness and compression is on par

or exceeds what the industry standards demand.

The surprises from Oak Canyon keep coming! From the perspective of the

fabricator, it has excellent workability compared to other stone of its caliber.

Granite will crumble under stress that the Oak Canyon can endure.





Quarried here in the United States, we proudly exhibit this unparalleled native
product alongside granites, marbles and quartz slabs from around the world.



As granite, and other stone has dominated the market over the last few years in
the spectrum of counter top applications, the world has nestled into the

understanding that stone is the way to notably improve one’s living spaces.







In the ever changing world of design, each one must be new
and fresh, capitalizing on the latest trends.

Introducing: Oak Canyon.






